Balloon Décor Price List
Thanks for contacting Banzi Balloons, Indy’s premier provider of organic balloon installations, helium bouquets
and elegant event décor. We’d love to be a part of your next event. As Indiana’s largest balloon provider, we offer
unsurpassed quality, outstanding service and prompt, professional delivery.
While we are best known for our world-class organic balloon installations, we are a full service balloon provider
offering everything from classic arches and columns to elegant flowing installations, fun helium bouquets, balloon drops,
entertainment and more. If you can dream it up, we can create it. Of course, if you have any questions along the way,
just give us a call and we can put together a customized quote for exactly what you’re looking for.
All our most popular balloon décor can be customized, ordered, scheduled and paid directly from our website
with a few clicks. Throughout this document, you’ll see links you can follow to order that individual product.

Pricing out your event décor is as easy as 1-2-3.
1. Add Delivery cost - $50
Regardless of the size of your balloon order, the price for delivery is $50 anywhere in Indianapolis and the near
suburbs. If you’re further away, we’re normally able to deliver décor around Indiana for $50 plus $1.50 for each mile
from our Indianapolis studio. For instance, Anderson would cost $93 in delivery and Fort Wayne would be $230. If you
order on our website, the travel price will be added automatically based on your zip code.
This delivery price includes on-site installation.
If you’d like to save money you can arrange to pick up your balloon order at our balloon studio for no additional
delivery charge. If you add balloon entertainment to your event, we also offer free delivery just before the event.

2. Pick Your Décor Elements
Each element of balloon décor has a set price as listed below.
Think about your budget and your event space to see what elements
would work best for you. We’re happy to chat any time and help you pick
the perfect elements. You can see plenty of examples of each décor
element at our website, but if you fall in love with a design on Pinterest or
our Instagram, or imagine something unique, just let us know and we’ll
get you a quote. The prices listed here are for the standard version of each
décor element. For a little bit more, each piece can be customized with
extra foil balloons, custom vinyl printing, twisted shapes or other
flourishes. We’re committed to making your décor perfect, so if you want
to customize anything, just let us know.

Helium Balloon Bouquets
We have 100 colors of latex balloons plus Indiana’s best selection of foil balloons, with thousands of designs in stock
representing scores of sentiments, holidays, characters, themes and animals. You can choose from our pre-made
balloon bouquets and deliveries or check out more customization options on our website. Below are some of our
favorites. To customize colors, sizes and messages, just follow the link to our website.
Banzi Bouquet (top left)
Our most popular design!
$48 Includes 6 standard helium balloons, 2 confetti
balloons and 2 foil balloons arranged nicely on a weight.
Standard Balloon Bouquet (top center)
11 inch latex balloons, arranged on a weight
$14 for a bouquet of 3 balloons,
$22 for 5 balloons,
$30 for 7 balloons,
$42 for 10 balloons.
Number/Letter Bouquet (top right)
40 inch tall numbers or letters
$22 per letter or number plus $4 per standard latex balloon underneath.
Artist’s Choice Bouquet (center left)
This is our favorite. Give us a theme (“he likes dogs and it’s his birthday”)
and a budget and we’ll create a fun balloon bouquet to meet your needs
Fun Themed Bouquets (center right)
Check out our other fun, prearranged bouquets here. $50-$100
24” designer balloons (lower left)
$28 standard
$34 with confetti
Add a custom printed message for $12, a 1 foot tassel for $5
or a few standard latex balloons for $3 each
36” designer balloons (lower right)
$38 standardsd`
$46 with confetti
Add a custom printed message for $12, a tassel for $5/ft
or a few standard latex balloons for $3 each

Or, Build Your Own Bouquet
Want to design the perfect balloon bouquet? Mix and match your favorite balloons.
$2 per weight
$4 per 11” latex balloon
$6 if confetti filled
$10 per 16 inch latex balloon
$13 if confetti filled
$28 per 24” latex balloon
$34 if confetti filled

$38 per 36” balloon
$46 if confetti filled
Foil Balloons – Indiana’s Best Selection
$5 per 18” foil shape (circle, star, heart)
$7.50 per standard size 18” foil balloon
$15 per larger foil balloon
$22 per 40” number or letter balloon

Signature Organic Installations
At Banzi, we’re known for our world-class organic balloon installations. These curving, flowing garlands can be
beautiful and elegant or bright and fun. They can frame entryways or stages, hang from ceilings or be paired with our
backdrops to make the perfect photo spot. We have three different levels of complexity: Standard, Deluxe and Premier.
Each garland is measured in linear feet, so you can pick whatever length and style is perfect for you. You can also add
floral, foil balloons, confetti or custom colors for just a bit more. The easiest way to customize your garland is to check
out our website, where you can automatically calculate the cost of different lengths, flourishes and add-ons. If you’d like
expert advice designing your garland, give us a call any time at 317-762-8008.

Standard Garland
Starting at $20 per foot including on-site
installation, this economical garland has a
mixture of 9 inch, 11 inch and 16 inch
balloons for a clean, bubbly look.

Deluxe Garland
Starting at $30 per foot including on-site
installation, this garland builds on our standard
garland by adding tons of little five inch balloons.
These balloons add additional depth and character to
the design.

Premier Garland
Starting at $40 per foot including on-site installation,
the premier garland is our most magical design. This
level of garland includes as many foil balloons as you
like, large 36 inch balloons, tons of 5” balloons, confetti
upgrades, foil letters and numbers, double-stuffed
balloons and just about anything else that could make
your garland one of a kind. The only thing that costs
extra at this level is floral.

Customization Options
Metallic “Orbz” balloons or foil balloons: $5/ft (Included
free in Premier Garland)
Large Foil Letters/Numbers: $10 per character. (Included
free in Premier Garland)
Confetti Balloons: $7/ft, (included free in Premier Garland)
Logo Balloons: $12 each (included free in Premier Garland)
Faux Greenery or Faux Floral: $7/ft (must be returned)
Pair your Décor with a Frame or Backdrop: See next page.

Frames and Backdrops
Take your installation to the next level with our professional backdrops and frames.

Steel Hoop
We love the look of our elegant 6.5-foot-tall
steel hoop.
Standard Level
$300 half wrap (2 corners)
$400 full wrap
Premier level
$460 half wrap (2 corners)
$700 full wrap
Added Faux Floral costs $7/ft more.
Hoop must be returned after your event

Shimmer Walls
These shimmer walls move and sparkle. The
pictures don’t do them justice, so click here or
here to see them in action.
$325 for an 8x8 foot wall.
Balloons must be ordered separately.
Larger sizing available upon request.

Steel Letters and Numbers
A Banzi Balloons exclusive, these 4 foot tall steel
frames can be filled with your choice of colors.
$125 per letter or number filled with balloons.
All Letters and Numbers, &, #, available.

Greenery/Floral Walls (lower left)
Our greenery walls and white floral wall make
an excellent backdrop for our organic balloon
installations.
$250 to rent.
Balloons must be ordered separately.

Organic Balloon Wall (Lower right)
A showstopping 8x8 photo backdrop.
$800. Other sizes available.

Classic Balloon Decor
Arches – Between 15 and 30 linear feet
$250 each
$300 for most custom themes

Columns - 5 ft. tall plus a 2 foot round
balloon on top.
$80 each per standard column
(more for extra flourishes)

Canopies – 4 columns with a central cluster and ribbon
$375 each.

Balloon Drops–
Medium sized net (above left)
25 x 4 ft balloon drop net which holds
~200 balloons
$325 each
Large size net (above right)
25 x 7 ft balloon drop net which holds ~600 balloons
$575 each
Additional charge may apply for more complex rigging
Air-filled Centerpieces
We can create long-lasting air-filled centerpieces
with either twisted balloons or topiaries on clear
pedestals. The sky is the limit with these
custom designs.
Pricing starts at $22/centerpiece.

Ceiling Décor
Hanging topiaries start at $23 each.

Balloon Walls and Photo Frames
8 x 10 ft basic lattice $275
8 x 10 ft lattice filled in $325
Extra Flourishes: call us for a quote

Photo Frames starting at $225
Party Poles
This outdoor décor is constructed on stakes
pounded into the ground so nothing needs to be
returned to the studio. It can also be placed indoors
on bases.
$40 per standard party pole ($50 with extra flourishes)
Candy Cups, Stuffed Balloons, Deliveries and Gifts
We have tons of great gifts, stuffed balloons,
custom designs, candy cups, stuffed animals and
other unique sculptures to send your love to
family or celebrate a special day. Designs pictured
are all between $25 and $60 and can be tailored
to any occasion. To see more, check out the
“Deliveries and Helium” section of our website.
Custom Balloons and Supersculptures
We can make you ANYTHING out of balloons. With a world record for the largest modelling balloon sculpture and over
17 years of experience making deliveries, decor and giant sculptures, we can get you a quote to design a custom
sculpture or our version of something great you found online. Just give us a call. Pricing from $50 to $5,000.

3. Add Teardown or Entertainment if Desired
Teardown: $75.
After the event, if we used any faux floral or metal structure in your design, such as bases, poles or other
supports, we’ll need them back to re-use them. (Each base costs between $60 and $150 to replace.) Many clients choose
to pop their balloons and return the structure to our studio within a week or so. If you’d rather have us come back and
do the teardown, the price is normally $75 or 10% of the order total, whichever is higher. Keep in mind, though, that this
price is only available during non-peak hours. If we have to skip an event to do teardown, the price will be good bit
more.

Entertainment:
In addition to Balloon Décor, we also specialize in balloon entertainment, face painting and glitter tattoos. If
you’d like to add Entertainment, the pricing is below.
One Entertainer
Two Entertainers

2 hrs.
$300
$600

3 hrs.
$380
$760

4 hrs.
$460
$920

5 hrs. 6 hrs.
$540 $620
$1080 $1240

If you’d like more information on our entertainment offerings or you have questions about our school or
educational programs you can learn more at our partner site www.prettyfunnyballoons.com

www.Banzi.Events
Sales@banzi.events
317-762-8008

Important Note:
If your order is finalized under 4 days from your event, we may require a rush order charge. This charge is usually a
sliding scale from 10-25% depending on the day you book. This helps us to rearrange our delivery schedule, call in more
crew, and order product so we can make your event a success. We sometimes exempt quick helium deliveries from this
charge. Please read the Terms of Service prior to placing your order. It isn’t just legalese, but important information to
help you plan your event.
Prices subject to change without notice. Contact us to book your next event. Copyright Banzi Balloons 2022.

